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On Some Applications of Infinite-Dimensional Manifolds 
To The Theory of Shape 
1. Introduction. 
1 T.A. Chapman 
In this paper we apply some recent results concerning the point-set 
topology of infinite-dimensional manifolds to the concept of "shapen, 
as introduced by Borsuk in [5]. 
00 00 
Let the Hilbert cube I be represented by rri=l 
closed interval [-1 ,1], and lets denote 
I., where each I. is the 
i oo O i 
IT. 1 I. , where each i= i 
0 I. is the open 
i 
the category whose interval (-1,1). We let S denote 
objects are compacta ins and whose morphisms are fundamental equivalence 
classes of fundamental sequences (in 100 ) between these compacta. ( This 
constitutes a subcategory of the fundamental category introduced in 
[ 5 J.) We let P denote the category whose objects are subsets of I 00 , 
00 
with complements in I which are compacta ins, and whose morphisms 
are weak proper homotopy classes of proper maps (see Section 2 for 
a more precise definition). 
The first result we establish enables us to translate problems concerning 
the shape of compacta to problems concerning contractible open subsets 
00 
of I . 
Theorem 1. There is~ category isomorphism T from Ponto S such that 
T(X) = 100 \ X, for each object X in P. 
We also show that the shape of a compactum in s depends on ( and deter-
mines) the homeomorphism type of its complement in 100 • 
Theorem 2. If X and Y are compacta ins, then X and Y have the same 
shape (i.e. Sh(X) = Sh(Y)) iff 100 \ X and 100 \ Y are homeomorphic 
('~). 
This result enables us to identify the fundamental absolute retracts 
(abbreviated FAR) ins, as introduced in [6]. 
1, Supported in part by NSF grant GP 14429. 
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Theorem 3. If X cs is a compactum, then Xis a FAR iff 
00 '\., 00 
I \X = I {point}. 
We remark that as a corollary of Theorem 3 we show that each FAR ins 
is the intersection of a decreasing sequence of Hilbert cubes, which 
gives another proof of the main result in [10]. In a separate paper 
we will apply these results to obtain some solutions to some concrete 
problems concerning FAR's [9]. 
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2. General preliminaries. 
Concerning the fundamental category S we will use the results and 
notation from [5] and [6]. 
Concerning the proper category P we define a map (i.e. a continuous 
function) f: X ➔ Y to be proper iff for each compactum B c Y there 
exists a co mpactum A c X such that f( X\A) n B = 0. ( This is just 
a reformulation of the usual notion of a proper map.) Then maps 
f, g: X ➔ Y are said to be weakly properly homotopic iff for each 
compactum B c Y there exists a compactum Ac X and a homotopy 
F = {Ft}: Xx I ➔ Y (where I= [0,1]) such that F0 = f, F 1 = g, 
and F((X\A) x I) n B = 0. (If, in fact, there exists a proper map 
F: Xx I ➔ Y which satisfies F0 = f and F 1 = g, then we say that 
f and g are properly homotopic.) We write f N g to indicate that f and 
g are weakly properly homotopic. 
If f: X ➔ Y and g: Y ➔ X are proper maps such that f 0 g ~ idy (the 
identity on Y), then we say that X weakly properly homotopically 
dominates Y. If, additionally, g O f'\, idx, then we say that X and Y 
have the same weak proper homotopy~. If f: X ➔ Y is a proper map, 
then we use {f} to denote the class of proper maps of X into Y which 
are weakly properly homotopic to f. 
It is easy to see that'\, is an eQuivalence relation on the class of 
proper maps from a space X to a space Y. It is also easy to see that 
if f, f': X ➔ Y and g, g': X ➔ Y are proper maps such that f '\, f' 
and g '\, g', then gcf '\, g' 0 f'. This verifies that the composition of 
the equivalence classes {f} and {g} can be well defined by {g O f}. 
00 
Thus we can define a category P whose objects are subsets of I , with 
complements in I 00 which are compacta ins, and whose morphisms are 
weak proper homotopy eQuivalence classes of proper maps. 
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3. Infinite-dimensional preliminaries. 
We will need the following definition, as introduced by Anderson in 
[1]. A closed set Kin a space Xis said to be a Z-set in X iff for 
each non-null, homotopically trivial open set U in X, U'-K is non-null 
and homotopically trivial• From [ 1] we find that compacta in s are 
Z-sets in s and I 00 and compacta in I00 \ s are Z-sets in I00 • More 
generally it is easy to see that if K is a Z-set in a space X and U 
is open in X, then Un K is a Z-set in U. 
We will need the notion of a Q-manifold, which is a separable metric 
space which has an open cover by sets homeomorphic to open subsets 
of I 00 , In [2] it is shown that if Xis a Q-manifold, then Xx I 00 ~ X. 
Thus for each Q-manifold X we have X ~Xx [0,1]. The following 
results on Q-manifolds are established in [8]. 
Lemma 3,1, If Xis any Q-manifold, then there is.! locally-compact 
polyhedron P such that X x [O, 1) -; P x I 00 
Lemma 3,2. If Xis.! Q-manifold, Pis.! locally-com.pact polyhedron, and 
ijl : P-+ X is _! closed embedding such that ij,(P) is .! Z-set in X, then 
~exists.! closed embedding h: P x I00 -+ X such that h(x,(O,O, ... )) = 
00 + 
= ij,(x), for all x € P,and Bd(h(PxI )) = h(PxW ). 
(For the representation I00 = rr:= 1 Ii as given in Section 1 we use the 
notation W+ ={(xi)€ 100 1 x 1 = 1} and w- ={(xi)€ I00 ix1 = -1}. We 
also use Bd for the topological boundary operatoL) 
Let X and Y be spaces and let Ube an open cover of Y. Then functions 
f,g X-+ Y are said to be U-close provided that for each x € X there exists 
a U € U such that f(x), g(x) € U. A function F: Xx I-+ Y is 
said to be limited EZ U provided that for each x € X there exists 
a U € U such that F({x}xI) c U. 
If Xis a metric space and Kc Xis closed,then from [3] there exists an 
open cover U of X \ K such that if h: X\ K -+ X \ K is any homeomorphism 
which is U-close to i~K' then h can be 
extended to a homeomorphism~: X-+ X which satisfies ~IK = idK. Such a 
cover X\K will be called normal (with respect to K). 
We will need the following mapping replacement result which appears 
in [4]. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let X be§. Q-manifold, U be §:£ open cover of X, A be _§:. 
closed subset of§. locally-compact separable metric space Y, and let 
f: Y + X be _§:. proper map such that f I A is _§:. homeomorphism of A ~ 
a Z-set in X. Then there exists an embedding g: Y + X such that 
g(Y) is_§:. Z-set, g!A = f!A, and g is U-close to f. 
We will also need a version of this result for Q-manifolds which are 
[0,1)-stable. The proof is given in [4]. 
Lemma 3,4. Let X be§ Q-manifold which satisfies '\, X =Xx [0,1), A 
be~ closed subset of~ locally-compact separable metric space Y, and 
let f: Y + X be §. map such that f I A is §. homeomorphism of A onto §. 
Z-set in X. Then there exists_§:£ embedding g: Y + X such that g(Y) 
is a Z-set in X, g!A = f!A, and g 2'._ f (i.e. g is homotopic to f). 
(Note that if Xis any Q-manifold, then 
(Xx[0,7)) x [0,1) ~ (Xx[0,1]) x [0,1) ~Xx [0,1)), 
The following homeomorphism extension theorem will be useful [4J. 
Lemma 3,5, Let X be§. Q-manifold, Ube§:£ open~ 2,_f X, A be_§:. 
locally-compact separable metric space, and let f,g: A+ X be closed 
embeddings such that f(A) and g(A) ~ Z-sets in X and such that 
there exists§. proper homotopy F: Ax I+ X which is limited £Y_ U 
and which satisfies F0 = f, F1 = g. Then there exists~ homeomorphism 
h: X + X which satisfies h O f= g and which is st4(LI)-close to idX. 
We now combine these results to prove the following lemma which 
will be needed in Section 5. 
Lemma 3,6. Let X and Y be Q-manifolds such that X ~ X x [O, 1) and~ 
f: X + Y be any continuous function. Then there exists §:£ open~ 
bedding g: X + Y which satisfies g '\, f. 
Proof. Leth: Y + Y x [0,1] be any homeomorphism. It is clear that 
h O f is homotopic to a continuous function f': X + Y x [0,1). Let 
Y' = h- 1(Yx[0,7)) (which is an open subset of Y) and define 
f'' = h- 1 0 f', which is a continuous function of X into Y' which is 
'\, 
homotopic to f. Note also that Y' = Y' x [0,1), 
6 
'v 00 We know that X = P x I, for some locally-compact polyhedron P. Thus 
00 
without loss of generality assume that X = P x I • Using Lemma 3.4 
there exists an embedding¢: P x {(o,o, ... )} ➔ Y' such that 
¢(P x {(o,o ... )} is a Z-set and 
¢ ~ f'' jP x {(o,o, ... )}. Using Lemma 3,2 there exists an open 
embedding g: P x (100\W+) ➔ Y' such that g(x,(O,O,, .. )) = ¢(x,(O,O, •.• )), 
00\ + for all x € P. Let r: P x (I W) ➔ P x {(0,0, ... )} be the retraction 
which satisfies r(x,t) = (x,(O,O, ... )), for all (x,t) € P x (100\w+). 
Then we observe that r 'v idPx(!oo\w+). We thus have 
g = goid ~ gor =¢or~ (f'' jPx{(O,O, ... )})or = f'' 0 r 'v f' ' 0 id = f' '. 
We will also need the following result. 
Lemma 3. 7. Let X be ~ Q-manifold ~ let K c X be ~ Z-set. Then there 
'v 
exists ~ open set U c X such that K c U and U = U x [O, 1). 
Proof. From [7] it follows that there exists a homeomorphism 
h: X ➔ Xx [0,1] such that h(K) c Xx{;}. Then U = h- 1(xx[0,1)) 
fulfills our requirements. 
A subset Kofa space Xis said to be bicollared provided that there 
exists an open embedding h: K x (-1,1) ➔ X such that h(x,O) = x, for 
all x € K. We will need the following result, which appears in [11]. 
00 00 00 
Lemma 3.8. Let f: I ➔ I be~ embedding such that f(I) is bicollared. 
00\ 00 Then I f( I ) = A \J B, where A and B ~ disjoint sets such that 
() ( 00 '\J '\JOO Cl(A) Cl B) = f(I ) and Cl(A) = Cl(B) =I, where Cl denotes 
closure. 
(Note that f(I00 ) is a Z-set in each of Cl(A) and Cl(B)). 
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4. Proof of Theorem 1. We will need the following result in the proof 
of Theorem 1 . 
Lemma 4. l, If X c 100 is~ Z-set, then there exists_.§: homotopy: F: 100 x I ➔ 100 
which satisfies the following properties. 
(1) F0 = id, 
(2) f£!:. each open neighborhood U of X there exists a t 1 E (0,1) such 
~ Ftjr00 \ U = id, for O .::_ t .:_ t 1, 
( 3) Ft ( 100 ) n X = 0 , for all t E ( 0, 1 ] . 
+ Proof. Using Lemma 3.5 we can assume that X c W. Then the construction 
of Fis straightforward. 
We will use the notation F(X) to denote the class of homotopies 
00 00 
F: I x I ➔ I as described in Lemma 4.1, 
We now construct an isomorphism T from Ponto S. As indicated in 
the statement of Theorem 1 we let T(X) = 100 \ X, for each X in P. 
We now show how T assigns morphisms. 
Let { f}: X ➔ Y be a morphism in P, choose any F E F( 100 \ X), and for 
each integer k > 0 let fk = f°F 1/k" We show that f = {fk, 100 \x, 100 \ Y} 
00 
is a fundamental sequence. To see this let V c I be an open neighborhood 
Of 100\ y and use the fact that f is proper to choose an open neighborhood 
Uc 100 of 100 \ X which satisfies f(U n X) c V. Now choose t 1 E (0,1) 
such that Ftjr"'\ U = id, for O < t .:_ t 1. If k,l are positive integers 
such that 1/k, 1;1 .::_ t1, then f ju= f°F1 lu ~ f°F1 lu (in V) = fllu, 
k /k /1 
as we wanted. Thus f is a fundamental sequence. 
To see that f is uniquely defined in terms of F choose F' E F(r00 \ X) 
and let f' = {foF1 , 100 \x, 100\Y} be similarly defined. We show 
/k 
00 00\ that f ~ f.'. Let V c I be an open neighborhood of I Y and choose 
U c 100 an open neighborhood of Icp \ X satisfying f(U ('I ·x) c V. Choose 
t1 E (0,1) such that Ftlr00 \u = id and F~jr00\u = id, for O .::_ t .::_ t1. 
If k is a positive integer satisfying 1/k .::_ t 1 we clearly have 
F 1 Iv rv F' lu (in U), with the image of the homotopy possibly 
/k - 1 /k 
intersecting 100\X. If this is the case we cannot use f to transfer 
this homotopy to one joining f°F 1 lu to f°F 1 !u. 
/k /k 
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To remedy this let G: U x I ➔ Ube a homotopy which satisfies 
G1 = F1 lu, and let H: U x I ➔ Ube defined by 
/k 
GO = F I u, 1/k 
o G • We note that H0 = F1 lu, H1 = F; Iv, and for 
t /k /k Ht 
= Ft(1-t) 
0 < t < 1 we have Ht(U) = Ft(l-t) (Gt(U)) c Ft(l-t)(U) c U (l X. 
Thus f 0 Ht defines a homotopy which joins f°F 1 lu, This means that 
/k 
f f\., f'. 
This gives a means of assigning to each proper map f: X ➔ Y (where 
00 00 
I \Y and I \X are compacta ins) a fundamental sequence f. from 
00, 00 
I \X to I \Y. In order to see that this assignment depends only on 
the weak proper homotopy class off assume that g: X ➔ Y is proper 
and f '\., g. We wish to show that if F E F( 100\X), f = {foF 1°'\x, I 00 \Y}, 
{ oo } - 1 /k' 
_g_ = go Fy , I 00 \X, I \Y , 00 
then f. .'.::.£·KTo see this let V c I00 be an open neighborhood of I \Y 
and choose a compact set Ac X and a homotopy G: Xx I ➔ Y such that 
Go= f, Gl = g, and G((U n X) x I) c V, where U = I00 \A. Lett, E (0,1) 
be chosen so that Ft!I00 \U = id, for O < t < t . Then for each positive 
- - 1 
integer k. satisfying 1 /k .::_ t 1 we find that Gt ° F 1 IV gives a 
/k 
homotopy (in V) which joins f ° F1 lu tog 
/k 
° F 1 I U ( in V) , as we 
/k 
needed. 
Thus to each morphism {f} : X ➔ Yin P we have shown how to assign 
a unique morphism [f.] 100 \X ➔ I 00 \Y in S, and we write T({f}) = [f]. 
We now demonstrate that Tis a functor and it is an isomorphism 
from P onto S. To show that T(id) = id choose an object X in P and 
F( r'\x), { F 1 ' 
CX) 00 F E and let f = I \X, I \X}. We must show that f. .'.::. i, 
/k 
00 
the identity fundamental sequence on I \X. Choose an open set U 
containing 100 \X and t 1 e: (0,1) such that Ft!I00 \U 
Clearly F1 lu .'.:::_ id 00 IU (in U), for all positive 
/k I 
= id, for O .::_ t .::_ t 1 • 
integers k satisfying 
1;k.::_t 1. 
To show that T preserves compositions choose morphisms {f}: X ➔ Y 
and {g}: Y ➔ Zin P and choose Fe: F(I00 \X), GE F(I00 \Y). We must show 
that {g 0 f°F 1 , 100 \X, 1°\z} .'.:::_ {goG1 ofoF , 1°\x, 1°\z}. 1k /k 1h 
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00 00 00 CX> 00 Choose open neighborhoods Uc I of I \X, V c I of I \Y, and W c I 
00 
of I \Z such that f(unx) c V and g(V(')Y) c W. Also choose t 1 E (0,1) 
such that FtjI00 \U = id and GtjI00 \V = id, for O .::._ t .::._ t 1• Then for 
each positive k satisfying 1;k .::._ t 1 we have goG ofoF 1 ju 2'.. gofoF ju 1/k lk 1/k ( in W). 
To show that Tis an isomorphism we show first that if {f}: X + Y and 
{g}: X + Y are morphisms in P such that T({f}) = T({g}), then {f} = {g}. 
Choose FE F(I00 \X) and note that {f°F 1 , I 0'\X, 1°\Y} 2'._ {goF 1 , I 00 \X, 
00 /k /k 
I \Y}. Choose B c Ya compact set and put V = I00 \B. Then there exists 
• 00 00 
an op_en neighborhood U c I of I \X and an integer n 1 > 0 such that 
k .:_ n1 implies that f°F 1 ju~ g°F 1 Ju (in V). We note first that fk /k 
fjU f1 X ~ f°F 1 ju () X (in V), for each k .::._ n1. Similarly we have /k 
gjU() X ~ g°F 1 ju() X, hence fjU() X 2'._ gjU (l X (in V). 
/k oo oo 
Choose an open neighborhood U' c I of I \X such that Cl(U') c U and 
use the above remarks to obtain a homotopy G:(Cl(U' )n X) x I+ V which 
satisfies G0 = fjCl(U') (") X and G1 = gjCl(U') n X. Let A= (Cl(U')nx) x I 
U((X\Cl(U')) x {0,1}, which is a closed subset of X: x I, and let 
a: A+ 100 be defined by aj(Cl(U' )AX) x I= G, a(x,O) = f(x), and 
a(x,1) = g(x), for all x E X\Cl(U'). Extend a to a continuous function 
00 
S: Xx I+ I Then fort E I let yt = Ft(,-t)"8t. We see that 
y: Xx I+ Y is a continuous function which satisfies y0 = f, y 1 = g, 
and y(Cl(U') x I) c V. 
I'his implies that f ~ g. 
Now choose a morphism [f_]: X +Yin S. We must show that there exists 
00 00 ) 
a morphism {f}: I \X + I \Yin P such that T({f} = [f_]. 
Jsing techniques like those used above we can choose a representative 
f = {f , X,Y} from the class [f] such that fk(I00 )n Y =~,for all k > 0. 
- k oo - oo ()oo 
~hoose a sequence {Uk}k= 1 of open sets in I such that X = i= 1 Ui and 
00 
J. ~ Cl(U. 1), for all i > O. Also choose a sequence {V.}._ 1 of open 1 l+ l l-
oo A~ oo 
subsets of I such that Y = 1 1. 1 V .• We can pick a sequence {n. }. 1 1= l l i= 
)f positive integers such that n 1 < n2 < ••• and for each i ..2: 0 and 
~, 1 __: ni, we have fkjCl(Un•) 2'._ f 1 jc1(un.) (in Vi). 
l 1 
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00 
Let~- : I ➔ [0,1] be a continuous function such 
]. 
x E I 00 \U , and $.(x) = 7, for x € Cl(U ). Let 
ni 1 . ni+1 . 
be a homotopy such that F~ = fn. Jc1(un.) and F~ = 
]. ]. 
that $.(x) = O, for 
. ]. 
F1 : Cl(U ) x I ➔ V. 
n. l 
]. 
f I Cl( U ) . Using 
ni+1 ni 
tricks similar to those already employed we can additionally require 
that Fi ( Cl ( u ) X I ) n y 
n. 
00 00 
=¢,for all i > 0. Then define f: I \X ➔ I \Y by 
f(x) = f (x)~ for x € 
n1 
1°'\u ' and f(x) = F! ( ')' for X € Cl(U )\U 
n1 '+'i x ni ni+1 
It then follows that f is a proper map. It remains to be shown that 
T({f}) = [f]. 
To see this choose F € F(X) and note that T({f}) = [{f°F 1 , X,Y}]. 
/k 
Thus we must show that f .'.::_ {f°F 1 ,X,Y}. If V is an open neighborhood 
/k 
of Y, then we can 
fk jun . .'.::'_ f 1 I un. 
choose i > 0 such that k, 1 > n. implies that 
T l (in V) and such that O < t < In. implies that 
l ]. ]. 
FtlI00 \U = id. If we can show that k > n. implies that 
n. - J. 
l 
fklu I\., f°F 1 Ju (in V), then we will be done. For such a fixed 
ni - /k ni 
k > n. we have F1 (U ) c I 00 \U , for some j > i. We can then use a 
- i /k ni nj 
finite induction to conclude that fJF (U ) I\., f JF 1 1; n. - n. / 
k 1 1 k 
Hence f°F1 · lu .'.::'_ fk°F1 Ju (in V) .'.::'_ fkJu (in V), 
/ n. / n. n. k 1 k 1 1 
( U ) ( in V) . 
n. 
]. 
and we are done • 
1 1 
5, Relative fundamental sequences. We will need to define a relative 
notion of a fundamental sequence, Let A and B be subsets of a space 
X. Then a relative fundamental sequence f from A to Bin X consists of 
00 
an open set G containing A and a sequence {fk}k= 1 of continuous 
functions, fk: G + X, such that the following properties are satisfied. 
(1) fk '.::'._ idG' for all k ::._ 1, 
(2) for each open neighborhood V of B there exists an open neighborhood 
Uc G of A and an integer n 1 > 0 such that if k, 1 ::._ n 1 are 
integers, then fklu 2'._ f 1 1u (in V). 
00 
If X = I and .f. = {fk,A,B} is a fundamental sequence, then it is clear 
that {fk,A,B,G} is a relative fundamental sequence, for each open 
neighborhood G of A. If A, B, Care subsets of X and {fk,A,B,G}, 
{gk,B,C,H} are relative fundamental sequences, then there exists 
an integer n 1 > 0 and an open set G' satisfying Ac G' c G such that 
. 00 
{gk 0 fklG' ,A,C,G'}k=n 1s a relative fundamental sequence. We will 
1 
agree to identify relative fundamental sequences {fk,A,B,G} and 
{gk,A,B,H} provided that there exists an open neighborhood G' c G 0 H 
of A such that fklG' = gklG', for all but finitely many values of k. 
Thus composition is well defined, 
If f = {fk,A,B,G} and _g_ = {gk,A,B,H} are relative fundamental sequences 
then we write .f. '.:::'._ _g_ iff for each open neighborhood V of B there exists 
an open neighborhood Uc G 0 Hof A and an integer n1 > 0 such that 
fklu 2'._ ~lu (in V), for all integers k ::._ n 1. In analogy with [5] we 
say that A relatively fundamentally dominates B (in X) iff there exist 
relative fundamental sequences .f. = {fk,A,B,G} and g_ = {gk,B,A,H} such 
that .f.0 _g_ 2'..iB' i.e. for each open neighborhood V of B there exists 
an open neighborhood Uc V n Hof Band an integer n 1 > 0 such that 
k ::._ n 1 implies that U is in the domain of fk O ~ and fk 0 gklu 2'._ idU 
(in V). In like manner we can also define what 1s meant by relative 
fundamental equivalence. 
We now establish a result which plays a key role in the inductive step 
1n the proof of Theorem 2. We do it in two steps. 
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Lemma 5. 1. Let X be ~ Q-manifold and let A, B be compact Z-sets in X 
such that A relatively fundamentally dominates Bin X. If Wis an open 
subset of X containing B, then there exists an embedding r/J: A ➔ W 
~ that 0(A) is~ Z-set, 0 '..:.'._ idA' and r/J(A) relatively fundamentally 
dominates Bin W. 
Proof. Choose relative fundamental sequences .f. = {fk,A,B,G} and 
£ = {gk,B,A,H} such that .f.0 £ 2.'..iB· Choose an integer n 1 > 0 and an 
open set u such that AC u CG, fk(U) C Hn w, and fklu '..:.'.. fliu (in Hnw), 
for all k, 1 .:::._ n 1 . Using Lemma 3.7 we may assume that U ~ U x [0,1). 
Now apply Lemma 3.6 to get an open embedding qi: U ➔ W such that 
qi 'v f I U ( in W). We can find an open neighborhood V c H (\ W of B and 
- n1 
an integer n2 .:::._ n 1 such that gk(V) c U, for all k .:::._ n2 , gk\v '..:.'._ g1 jv 
(in u), for all k, 1 .:_ n2, and fkogklv '..:.'._ idv (in Hf'I w), for all 
k .:::._ n2 . Now let cp = ¢JA, G' = ¢(U), H' = V, fk = fk O ¢- 7, and 
gk = qi O gkjv, for all k .:::._ n2 . 
To see that f' = {f' ~(A) BG'} 1s a relative k' 't' ' ' fundamental sequence 
in W first note that for each k > n we have f' = f 0 ¢- 1 'v f 0¢- 7 
- 2 k k - n 1 
(in W) 2'._ ¢ 0 ¢- 7 (in W) = idG'' Now let V' c W be an open neighborhood 
of Band choose an open neighborhood U' c U of A and an integer 
n3 .:.. n2 such that fkju 1 .:::_ f1 !u' (in V'), for all k, 1.:.. n3. Then 
¢(U') is an open set in W containing cp(A) such that 
fk\¢(U') .:::_f1j¢(U') (in V'), for all k, l .:,_n3 . 
To see that £ 1 = {gk,B,cp(A),H'} is a relative fundamental sequence 
in W we have gk = ¢ 0 (gkjv) '..:.'._ fk O (~jv) (in W) .:::_ i¾ (in W), 
for all k.:.. n2 . Now let U' be an open set in W containing cp(A) and 
choose an integer n3 .:_ n2 and an open set V' c V containing B such 
that gk(V') c ¢- 1(U'() ¢(U)), for all k .:,_n3 , and gkjV' 2.'._g1 jV' 
( in ¢- 7 ( U' n ¢ ( U)) ) , for all k, 1 .:.. n3 . Then it follows that 
~IV' 2'._ g1jv' (in U' ), for all k, 1.:.. n3 . 
To see that .f.' 0 ~' 2'..iB·choose an open neighborhood V' c W of B. 
Now choose an open neighborhood V' I C V' n V of B and an integer 
n3 .:::._ n2 such that fk 0 ~jv 1 ' '..:.'._ idV', (in V'), for all k.:.. n3 . Then 
it easily follows that fk. 0 ~IV'' '..:.'._ i¾, 1 (in V'), for all k .:::._ n3 . 
Thus 
that 
¢(A) relatively 
¢=iplA'vf IA 
- n7 
73 
fundamentally dominates Bin W. Finally we note 
"' id . 
- A 
Using a similar argument we can establish the following result. 
Lemma 5.2. Let X be~ Q-manifold and let A, B be compact Z-sets in X 
such that A and B ~ relatively fundamentally equivalent in X, If W 
is §1l open subset of X containing B, then there exists an embedding 
¢: A ➔ W such that ¢(A) is~ Z-set, </> ::::._ idA, and ¢(A) is relatively 
fundamentally equivalent to B ( in W). 
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CO ~ CO 00 6. Proof of Theorem 2. We note that if I \X = I \Y, then I \X has 
co 
the same weak proper homotopy type as I \Y, and we can thus use Theorem 
to conclude that Sh(X) = Sh(Y). 
On the other hand assume that Sh(X) = Sh(Y), where X and Y are compacta 
co 00 
1.n s. We will inductively construct sequences {U.}. 1 and {V.}. 1 of 1. 1.= 1. 1.= 
00 00 • (X) 
open subsets of I and a sequence {h.}. 1 of homeomorphisms of I 1. 1.= 
onto itself such that the following properties are satisfied. 
( 1) X = n :=1 ui and ui+1 c ui, for all i > 0, 
( 2) Y = n ~ 1 V. and V. 1 c V. , for all i > 0 , 1.= 1. 1. + 1. 
(3) h2i-1° ... 0 h,(X) C vi, for all i > o, 
(4) h. \I00 \V. = id, for all j > 2i-1, 
J 1. 
(5) h2i 0 ••• 0 h 1(Ui) ~ Y, for all i > O, 
(6) h. \I00 \h2 .o ••• 0 h 1(u.) = id, for all j > 2i. J 1. 1. 
Before proceeding with the construction of these sequences we will 
show how to use them to construct our desired homeomorphism of 
CO 00 
I \X onto I \Y. 
For each x € I00 \X we have x ~ U., for some i > 1. 
h2i 0 ••• 0 h 1(ui) and we therefore have 
for all j > 2i. This means that h(x) = 
h. o ••• 
J 
lim h. 0 
J 
0. Thus h2io .•• 0 h 1(x) ~ 
oh 1 (x) = h2i o · •.. oh 1 (x), 
••• 0 h 1(x) is defined, j-+oo 
00 CO 
for all x EI \X. It follows from (5) above that h(x) EI \Y. Thus 
00 00 
we have defined a function from I \X into I \Y, and the verification 
that it is indeed an onto homeomorphism is routine. 
We now turn to the construction of the necessary sequences. We start by 
00 00 
choosing {U!}. 1 and {V!}. 1 to be decreasing sequences of open subsets 1. 1.= 1. 1.= 
00 
of I such that X = () ~ 1 U! and Y = (\ ':' 1 V!. We will construct 1.= 1. 1.= 1. 
00 CO {U.}. 1 and {V.}. 1 1. 1.= 1. 1.= 
co co 
as subsequences of {U!}. 1 and {V!}. 1, respectively. 1. 1.= 1. 1.= 
For the first step choose v 1 = v1 and use Lemma 5,2 to get an embedding 
cp 1: X + v 1 such that cp 1(x) is a Z-set, cp 1 ~ idX' and cp 1(x) is relatively 
fundamentally equivalent to Y (in v1). Then extend cp 1 to a homeomorphism 
CO 00 
h 1 : I + I . 
15 
For the second step choose an integer i 1 > 0 large enough so that 
-1 ) U! c h 1 (V 1 and put u1 = U: . Once more using Lemma 5.2 let l1 l1 
cp 2 : Y ➔ h 7 (U 1) be an embedding so that cp 2 '.::'._ idy (in V 1), cp 2 (Y) is a 
Z-set, and cp 2 (Y) is relatively fundamentally equivalent to h 1(X) in h 1(U 1). 
'\., 
Since cp 2 '.::'._ idy in v1 we can extend cp 2 to a homeomorphism ¢2 : v1 + v1 
which in turn can be extended,to a homeomorphism ¢2: 100 ➔ 100 which 
satisfies ) 21r00 \V1 = id. The construction of ¢2 requires an application 
of Lemma 3. 5,, where ¢2 is limited by an open cover of V 1 which is 
normal with respect to I 00 \V 1. Then we put h2 = (¢2)- 1 for the second 
step of our construction. As this is essentially the inductive step 
we are done. 
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7. Proof of Theorem]_. Recall that an object in Sis a FAR provided 
that it is the intersection of a decreasing sequence of AR's [6]. We 
use this to show that if Xis a compactum ins satisfying 
Sh(X) = Sh({point}), then Xis a FAR. Using Theorem 2 there is a 
00 + 00 00 uoo ( 1] homeomorphism h: I \W ➔ I \X. Then I \X = h[ i= 1 [-1, 1-i 
( 1 00 ) • • f We note that each h {1--:-} x TI. 2 I. is a bicollared copy o l 1= l 
00 
x TI. 2 I.)]. i= J_ 
100 in 
00 00 1 00 ,4 I \X. Thus I \h({1--:-} x IT. 2 I.)= A. v B., where A. and B. are disjoint l i= l l i i i 
1 00 '\; '\; 
sets such that Cl(A.) {') Cl(B.) = h( { 1--:-} x II. 2 I.) and Cl(A.) = Cl(B.) l l l i= i l l 
1 Choose notation so that Cl(A.) = h([-1, 1--:-] 
]. J_ 
00 
x TI. I.) and thus we 
1=2 ]. 
have X = n ~ 1 Cl(B. ), a decreasing sequence 1= ]. of Hilbert cubes. Thus X 
is a FAR. 
For the other implication assume that X is a FAR in S·. Since we are 
00 + interested only in I \X we can assume, by use of Lemma 3,5, that X c W. 
00 + 00 We will construct a homeomorphism of I \W onto I \X. Choose a decreasing 
00 
sequence {V. } . 1 + l 1= 
00 n 00 
of open subsets of I such that X = . 1 V. and let i= J_ 
. + 
.f. = { fk, W ,X} be a fundamental retraction of W onto X, Then there 
exists an integer n 1 > 0 such that 
+ 
exists an embedding g : W ➔ v1 
n1 
00 00 
f (W+) c v 1. Using Lemma 3,3 there 
n1 
such that g Ix= id and g (W+) 
n 1 n 1 
is a Z-set, Then let h 
n1 
: I + I be an extension of g to a homeo-
n1 
morphism such that h lw- = id. 
n1 
. . + . 
missing W there exists E 1 , 0 < 
00 00 [-1,E 1] x rri=2 Ii' hence I \V 1 c 
v2 n h ([E 1,1J x II~ 2 I.) is an n i= 1 l 
-1 ( 00 ) • Since h I \V 1 is a compact set 
n1 
-1( 00 ) E 1 < 1 , such that h I \ V 1 c 
00 n1 
h ( [ - 1 , E 1 ] x TI . 2 I . ) • Now n 1 i= l 
00 
open subset of h ([E 1,1J x II. 2 I.) n 1 i= 1 
containing X and we can use an argument similar to that above to produce 
an E 2 , ( 1+E 1 )/2 < E 2 < 1, and a homeomorphism~ : h ( [E , 1 J x II~_ I.) n2 n 1 1 i-2 1 
IT~ _2 I.) which satisfies ~ I (h ( { E } x II~ I. ) V x) = id i- 1 n 2 n 1 1 1=2 1 
00 ) '\, 00 '\; II._2 I. \ v2 ch 0 h ([E 1,E2J x II. 2 I.). Then h i- i n2 n 1 i= 1 n2 
extends to h h (I00 ) ➔ 100 SO that h lh ([-1,E 1] X II00i·=2 I.)= id, n2 n 1 
As this essentially the inductive 
00 + (X) 
h: I \W + I \X by putting h(x) = 
The details are routine, 
n2 n 1 1 
step we can define a homeomorphism 
lim h 
i➔oo ni 
0 • • • 0 
00 
I . 
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Corollary ([10]). If Xis~ FAR, then X 1:..§_ the intersection of a 
decreasing sequence of Hilbert cubes. 
Proof. Assume X cs and then note that the assertion follows the first 
half of the proof of Theorem 3. 
18 
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